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ABSTRACT

This paper proposes a user interface for enhancing immersiveness and usability by combining hologram and haptic device with common Leap Motion. While Leap Motion delivers physical motion of user hand to control virtual environment, it is limited to handle virtual hands on screen and interact with virtual environment in one way. In our system, hologram is coupled with Leap Motion to improve user immersiveness by arranging real and virtual hands in the same place. Moreover, we provide a interaction prototype of sense by designing a haptic device to convey touch sense in virtual environment to user’s hand.
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I. Introduction

Traditional input devices such as keyboard and mouse face new requirement for natural reflections while they still have been widely used for input of user. Keyboard and mouse have been considered as common and unequaled input devices for typing and selection. Keyboard is powerful device for predefined key mapped table. However, it is restricted only to the mapped table. Mouse shows almost perfect performance for 2D screen manipulations such as selection and clicking. However, mouse is insufficient and unnatural for 3D control since it depends only on wheel movement for zoom-in/out.

In recent years, several remarkable input devices have been designed for recognizing user’s gesture. Kinect released by Microsoft recognizes user’s body gesture using reflected infrared rays from user body and has achieved big success for Xbox game contents[1]. However, Kinect is available only for human sized gesture and shows limitation to be applied to finger sized control by the recognition accuracy. Recently, Leap Motion has attracted attentions as a finger sized control device[2]. Leap Motion is specialized equipment in finger sized recognition and is meaningful as the input devices since human finger is an important means to convey human intention and emotion. Speech-impaired people communicate by sign language with their hand gesture. With watching the virtual hands in monitor screen, user makes gestures like swaying hands or building specific patterns with hands.

We propose an immersive user interface based on hand gesture using Leap Motion. The interface system conveys user’s intention to the computer in hologram environment and can gain the haptic output applied to hand as well as monitor screen. Concerned user intentions include movement such as affine and shear transformation, selection of virtual objects, and predefined patterns with hand and finger shapes. Here, the hologram implies fake or floating hologram since the state-of-art real hologram still has the technical limitation for real-time performance. The combination with the hologram environments enhances immersion for users by reducing the gap between virtual and real objects and focusing on their hand manipulation. In addition, our interface system accompanies haptic tools that bring the feedback results to user’s hand according to the touching virtual objects.

Compared to naive Leap Motion, the advantages of the proposed user interface system can be summarized as follows. First, we establish a hologram structure where user can control directly virtual objects while watching her real hands. However, Leap Motion is designed to control virtual hands yet, it has psychological gap between virtual and real scenes. Second, we combine the haptics concept with original Leap Motion. The user hands wear a designed haptic device with cheap vibrators for associating with Leap Motion system which shows the results only on the monitor.

II. Related Work

Nowadays, there has been a growing
interest in communication between human and computer, and there were various attempts to solve the problems which are about the computer processing speeds in today’s digitalized world. To approach these issues, many people studied about the hand gestures in diverse aspects. Gestures are greatly meaningful for people today when they communicate or deal with their works. Also they show the different effects compared to the other conventional input devices such as mouse or keyboards. Some current research presented a review of vision–based hand gesture recognition methods[1]. Also, statistical modeling, particle filtering and condensation algorithm[2] are presented for the gesture recognition. Furthermore the research of hand recognition[3] presented a real-time algorithm to track and recognize hand gestures for human–computer interaction. On the other hand, people employ the Wii-controller (Wiimote) as an input device to interact with an application instead of using their hand gestures[4]. In this research, using Wiimote’s acceleration sensor, people could train arbitrary gestures in the field of interfaces such as visual, acoustic and haptic I/O. In this interface, gestures are not confined to the predefined gestures, but they can allow user to train and use user-chosen gestures[4].

To recognize the gesture, people use Kinect which is low-cost and allows the efficient use of images to capture the gestures. One research is about the gesture recognition using Microsoft Kinect[5]. In this research, it is possible to classify hand gestures using simply the depth images. Without the complicated theories, sensors or markers, users can control the virtual hand by their fingers’ movements moving in front of Kinect[6]. Also a theoretical and experimental accuracy analysis of depth data can be acquired by the Kinect sensor[7]. It does not contain large systematic errors when compared with laser scanning data. In addition, the research[8] suggests that Kinect technology can be used to solve the problem of very poor sensing in wearable haptics.

There have also been several efforts to utilize holograms. Usually, holograms are designed by computer–generated hologram (CGH) and the key technology of CGH is calculation process time which is inferior to the current high resolution color display. In this case, a polygon–based method in hologram greatly makes the object fields in a shorter computation time compared with the conventional point–based methods[9]. The method is purposed to overcome a previous problem in which the pixel size is limited to a value dependent on the memory size installed in the PC. Abookasis and Rosen’s research[10] developed a new procedure for generating a CGH of general 3D objects by fusing multiple angular projections of computer-designed objects. This method offers the computation load effectiveness to that of CGHs of 2D objects, and more importantly, it enables us to synthesize a hologram of both realistic and computer-generated 3D objects. Jung et al.[11] proposed a gesture recognition based system for serious games and Jang[12] studied physical experiences for traffic safety education using serious game design based on gesture recognition techniques.
III. Our Method

3.1 Hologram

Previous people experienced digital contents from flat screens since 2D graphics contents are displayed on monitors of PC and TV. However, limitations of media occurred since recent trends would like to express the contents with real 3D. Current 2D display devices show limitations in delivering stereoscopic feelings since 3D contents are projected on 2D screen. Therefore, we seek to overcome such limitation, bring 3D contents effectively to users and reduce the barrier between user and contents.

Two problems should be tackled for overcoming the limitation. The 3D contents should be displayed in real 3D space rather than 2D display device and a user interface should be designed to control the contents directly by users.

We utilize hologram for expressing 3D contents as themselves. A fake hologram, floating hologram, is used since state-of-art computer generated hologram is far from expressing real hologram with interactive performance [Fig. 1]. As mentioned in Section 2, state-of-art computer generated hologram is far from realtime performance and suitable quality for our application.

We utilized Leap Motion, a gesture recognition device, for communicating users with generated 3D contents. Compared to Kinect, the sensor range of Leap Motion is relatively small, about 60cm. The final result is an application with which users can handle the illusion objects projected onto real 3D space by their hands.

Our equipment consists of hardware and software. The hardware consists of three parts: a console by which the application is performed, a monitor as a hologram projector, and a designed display device with acrylic panel and peripheral frame.

We implement our system by C# scripts and Leap SDK in Unity 3D engine. Since the projected images onto acrylic panel are flipped left and right, our application is constructed to consider such flip [Fig. 2].
A preprocessing step is to synchronizing positions of hand and virtual hand which is projected onto the panel [Fig. 3](a). We translate the hologram hand projected on the panel to match the position of real hands. After the synchronization, we hide the virtual hand and user can watch the real hand.

A basic example shown in [Fig. 3](b) deals with basic interaction such as touch receives, throw. For the first scene, user can move various balls. When a user sways left and right, the touched balls are scattered. For the second scene, it begins to rain when a user clenches her fist. A user can receive or accumulate the rain drops, and watch scattered scene if she throws the drops. The last basic example includes pick up. A user picks up and move dice.

We generate complex interaction example with practical scenes. [Fig. 3](c) shows our system can be applied to 3D model manipulation. User can move projected vertex of cube to change the shape of the cube. The last piano playing scene demonstrates our system can be applied for generating practical contents. When a user bangs on the piano keys, the pressed key sounds and she can feel play real piano [Fig. 3](d).

### 3.2 Haptics

Application “Feel the Fish” is an interactive media art and user can involve with the gesture recognition device Leap Motion. User can touch or grip swimming fishes through the designed haptic device with Leap Motion. The application provides users three interactive factors for supporting the communication with the application: visual sense through the monitor screen, auditory sense through sound, and tactile sense through our specific haptics hardware.

When user touches or grips a fish, diverse vibrations are delivered to her according to the type of fish objects and their motions. For tropical fish, weak vibrations are delivered as soft touch [Fig. 4].

When user grips a fish, irregular and strong
vibrations are passed on as the fish flaps. For a fugu, a kind of blowfish, short and strong vibrations are delivered as thorns when a user touches the fish. If a user grips the fugu, then she can feel very strong and irregular vibrations.

Our haptic equipment consists of 5 small vibration motors which are attached on user’s hand and delivers vibrations on fingers by controlling each motor through Arduino[Fig. 5].

Arduino with the uploaded code for our application connects the computer and our haptic glove. The computer gets the recognized hand gesture from Leap Motion and generates suitable vibration signals according to the situation[Fig. 6].

The application “Feel the Fish” shows the development possibility of natural user interface as well as those interests. While previous gesture based user interfaces only recognize the user motion and make a role of input device, our system demonstrates the future of natural user interface which implies the two way interface with input and output results such as touch sense.

For expanding the range of application, the proposed system with vibration motors as output device can be extended to combine various tactile equipment. Enhanced two way interfaces are expected to be applied to diverse fields. Game entertainment would have interests on the interface since the new interface shows easy control and immersive environment. The interface would be widely utilized in educational fields since the two-way coupled interface provides realistic touches to children. As media artists have curiosity on novel electronic equipment, they would examine and utilize our interface for their art works.

IV. Conclusion

We have proposed a gesture user interface for enhancing user interactivity and immersion.
Based on Leap Motion, a recent hand gesture recognition device, the proposed interface has developed two applications including hologram environment and haptic technology. Hologram environment with gesture recognition takes out virtual objects from 2D screen into real 3D space. Haptic application transforms the characteristic of Leap Motion controller into two way interaction I/O interface with our specially designed haptic device. Our applications were recently awarded bronze prizes in apps contest hosted by Leap Motion [13].

We tested our system for five users and collected strengths and drawbacks. For strengths of our system, most of them agree that our system enhances immersiveness and interactivity compared to Leap Motion itself. They commented our prototype provides intuitive and realistic user interface. However, users pointed out that our provided haptic should include more various touch senses because vibration is just one of many touch senses. In addition, for the hologram device, they complained the projected images onto user hand hinder their immersion.

When developing the proposed interface, we were faced with several obstacles. The underlying recognition device, Leap Motion, has inevitable recognition accuracy limitation even with the latest driver. Due to this limitation, user makes mistakes in handling small or elaborate virtual objects. Hidden figures are not recognized by the controller since the figures are invisible from the controller lying on floor. While our hand gesture recognition system based on Leap Motion controller elevates user interactivity and immersion, we are not convinced that our proposed gesture based user interface is superior to common input interfaces such as keyboard or mouse yet. However, our approach is believed to be considerable attempt for opening novel user interfaces beyond traditional input paradigm.
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